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NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 

between 

Magnet-Schultz GmbH & Co. KG, Allgäuer Straße 30, 87700 Memmingen, 

Germany, represented by the signee 

hereinafter referred to as "MSM" 

and 

, represented by the signee 

hereinafter referred to as  

individually as „party“ and collectively as „parties“. 

Preamble 

This agreement shall apply for the business relationship between the parties (particularly pre-

contractual discussions and negotiations, conclusions of contracts, contract management). It shall 

also apply for future business contacts between the parties unless it has been terminated 

extraordinarily by any party before. 

§ 1
Confidentiality obligation 

1) 

The parties commit themselves mutually to keep secret and treat confidential every 

information disclosed to the receiving party by the disclosing party, in whatever form this 

disclosure is made – hereinafter referred to as „confidential information“  – during and also 

after termination of the business relationship. Confidential information is particularly all 

information, documents, technical records, procedural methods, drawings and models, 

computer programmes (or parts of them), tools, as well as all documents and documentations, 

particularly also all information about access data (user and passwords), firewall conception and 

technical data. 
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2) 

Confidential treatment shall mean that the receiving party does not make accessible the received 

information to third parties in any way without prior consent of the disclosing party and the 

receiving party must not use this information directly or indirectly for third parties. Furthermore, the 

parties commit themselves to use this confidential information only within the business relationship 

existing between them. 

3) 

Each party shall protect the information received from the other party with the same degree of care 

with which it protects its own business and trade secrets but at least with the due deligence of a 

prudent businessman. Furthermore, the parties may only make accessible the confidention 

information within their company as far as this is necessary for the contract initiation and contract 

execution and only to employees who are reliable and have been committed expressly by the 

parties to maintain confidentiality in an extent corresponding to this agreement. 

4) 

The confidentiality obligation shall not apply for confidential information that demonstrably 

a) Is or will be in public domain without any responsibility of the receiving party;

b) is or will be part of the generally accessible state-of-the-art without assistance of the
receiving party;

c) was already known to the receiving party before it has been made accessible to the receiving
party by the disclosing party;

d) came into the receiving party’s possession by a third party without breach of any
confidentiality obligation which the third party has towards the disclosing party, or

e) is to be disclosed by the receiving party due to statutory provisions, official orders or legally
binding court rulings.

§ 2

Disclosure of confidential information to third parties 

If the conditions of § 1 section 4 are not in place, the parties undertake to oblige third parties to 

maintain confidentiality which at least corresponds to the extent of this agreement before any 

confidential information will be disclosed to third parties insofar the disclosing party has given their 

consent to this disclosure in accordance with § 1 item 2 sentence 1. This agreement is to be 

presented to the disclosing party on request. Such agreement is not required, if a third person is 

already obliged to maintain confidentiality due to legal provisions which corresponds to the extent 

of this agreement. Companies of the MSMGroup are not „third persons“ in the sense of the 

contract. 
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§ 3

Return of confidential information 

Confidential information including any copies and duplicates hereof are to be handed over by the 

receiveing party on request immeditately after termination of the contract. Respective data stored 

on computers or other data carriers (e.g. CD-ROM; USB flash drive etc.) of the receiving party are 

to be deleted on request of the disclosing party. The receiving party shall assure the completeness 

of return and deletion on request to the disclosing party according to the aforementioned 

sentences 1 and 2. The receiving party shall not have a – also commercial - right of retention. 

§ 4
Contractual period 

1) 

This nondisclosure agreement shall become effective after having been signed by both parties and 

shall run until the cooperation of the parties has ended. The obligations arising from this contract 

shall continue to apply for the period of five years after termination of this contract. 

2) 

Even in the event of an extraordinary termination, the parties shall remain entitled to continue 

keeping secret in accordance with this confidentiality agreement and to do not use confidential 

information which becomes known to them upon effectiveness of the termination in accordance 

with this confidentiality agreement. 

§ 5
Contractual penalty 

For each case of contravention against one of the aforementioned obligations, the parties 

undertake - excluding the defence of continuation of offence - to pay a contractual penalty. The 

contractual penalty must correspond to reasonable discretion. The relevant factors for this are the 

significance of the violated obligation, the disadvantage to the creditor (also the immaterial 

disadvantage) and the degree of the breach of duty and the degree of the debtor’s blame. If the 

parties should not reach an agreement, a judge of the Oberlandesgericht München (Higher 

Regional Court)  appointed by the president of the Oberlandesgericht München shall take a binding 

relevant decision as arbitrator after (also only written) submissions of the parties. 
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§ 6

Written form, severability clause, governing law, place of jurisdiction 

1) 

Modifications and supplements of this agreement must be made in writing. This shall also apply to 

any waiver of this stipulation requiring written form. 

2) 

Should single provisions of this contract be ore become completely or partly ineffective or 

unfeasable, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. In such case, the parties 

are entitled to participate in creating provisions through which a legally valid result coming as close 

as possible to the commercial intent of the invalid provision shall be achieved. In closing eventual 

gaps in the provisions, it is necessary to take account of the spirit and the purpose of this contract; 

if the contract should contain a provision for a comparable range of interests, this provision shall 

prevail. 

3) 

Place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from this agreement shall be Memmingen. 

4) 

All disputes arising from this or in connection with this agreement shall be governed by the law of 

the Federal Republic of Germany  excluding the UN Convention on Contracts for the International 

Sale of Goods (CISG). 

Memmingen, 

MSM 
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